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Acclaimed journalist Bernard Ollivier continues his epic journey across Persia and Central Asia
as he walks the length of the Great Silk Road. Walking to Samarkand is journalist Bernard
Ollivier’s stunning account of the second leg of his 7,200-mile walk from Istanbul, Turkey, to
Xi’an, China, along the Silk Road--the longest and perhaps most mythical trade route of all time.
Picking up where Out of Istanbul left off, Ollivier heads out of the Middle East and into Central
Asia, grappling not only with his own will to continue but with new, unforeseen dangers.After
crossing the final mountain passes of Turkish Kurdistan, Ollivier sets foot in Iran, keen on
locating vestiges of the silk trade as he passes through Persia’s modern cities and traditional
villages, including Tabriz, Tehran, Nishapur, and the holy city of Mashhad. Beyond urban areas
lie deserts: first Iran’s Great Salt Desert, then Turkmenistan’s forbidding Karakum, whose
relentless sun, snakes, and scorpions pose continuous challenges to Ollivier’s goal of reaching
Uzbekistan. Setting his own fears aside, he travels on, wonderstruck at every turn, borne by a
childhood dream: to see for himself the golden domes and turquoise skies of Samarkand, one of
Central Asia’s most ancient cities. But what Ollivier enjoys most are the people along the way:
Askar, the hospitable gardener; the pilgrims of Mashhad; and his knights in shining armor, Mehdi
and Monir. For, despite setting out alone, he comes to find that walking itself—through a kind of
alchemy—surrounds him with friends and fosters fellowship. From the authoritarian mullahs of
revolutionary Iran to the warm welcome of everyday Iranians—custodians of age-old, cordial
Persian culture; from the stark realities of former Soviet republics to the region’s legendary
bazaars—veritable feasts for the senses—readers discover, through the eyes of a veteran
journalist, the rich history and contemporary culture of these amazing lands. 
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AuthorCHAPTER ITHE STORMMay 14, 2000. Between Erzurum and Doğubeyazıt. Mile
Zero.*The bus driver is dumbfounded.“You want me to let you off here? But this is the steppe;
we’re in the middle of nowhere! In fifteen minutes, we’ll be in Doğubeyazıt . . .”“No, I want off now.
I want to walk!”I have neither the time nor the Turkish vocabulary to explain that I am, in fact,
bound and determined to begin a two-thousand-mile walk from this precise spot. I know it’s an
unusual request! Incredulous, he turns to his coworker and they exchange a few words. I imagine
it goes something like this: Am I even allowed to drop a passenger off out here in the
countryside? Has this Western roumi lost his mind?We left Erzurum early in the morning. Before
boarding the bus, I had been on three flights: Paris–Istanbul, Istanbul–Ankara, and finally,
Ankara–Erzurum. Comfortably strapped in my seat, I looked down and watched as the
landscapes, cities, and villages that I traveled through last year raced by.† And it was right here,
in this desolate setting that, broiling beneath the July sun, I tumbled face forward into the grass,
felled by a case of dysentery. And now here I am ready to get back underway from precisely the



same spot so as to finally complete the first leg of that journey, which was supposed to end in
Iran, in the city of Tehran. From there, I’ll set off for Samarkand, the turquoise-domed city I’ve
often dreamed about since I was a child. It will mark the halfway point in my journey down the
Great Silk Road, which I’m attempting to travel from one end to the other on my own, on foot,
and in four years. I’m dead set on picking up the interrupted stage right where illness laid me low.
An act that proves, if nothing else, that I’m a a purist: but I also see it as a matter of integrity. I’ve
decided what I want to accomplish, and I have no intention of giving it all up at the first sign of
trouble, or of shortening the journey the first time someone advises me to. I refuse to skip even
one inch of this road that, if everything goes well, will take me all the way to the city of Xi’an in
China, and to hell with anyone who takes me for an extremist or fanatic! So right now, I have to
get this driver to stop. He thinks he has me figured out:“You need to pee, is that it?”“No, I want to
get out and walk.”The way his face twitches as he throws his coworker a glance says it all: The
guy’s a madcap, we’re dealing with a madcap. He gives in and puts on the brakes. I jump from
the vehicle with as much grace as my thirty-three-pound backpack and boots allow. Dismayed,
but helpless to prevent me from doing something so stupid, he puts his foot on the gas and pulls
away.I have no time to wax nostalgic over the events that took place here ten months ago: before
the bus is even out of sight, before there’s even time to pull my rain poncho from my bag, an icy
downpour darkens the plain, accompanied by strong winds and freezing rain. Things are off to a
great start. I see little shepherds crouching down and covering themselves with plastic sheets.
As snowflakes softly fall onto the black sheep, now huddling together so as to better withstand
the wind and cold, the animals start to look like nègres en chemise, a type of pastry I could
never get enough of as a kid. I didn’t renew my rain poncho’s waterproofing before the trip, so it
isn’t long before I’m completely drenched, both inside and out. Even the Kangals, those
fearsome Turkish dogs, go flat on the ground waiting for the storm to pass. It’s a good thing for
me, too, since I didn’t have time to pick up a walking stick—the only weapon I know how to wield
against these bloodthirsty monsters—and here on this treeless plain, it’s very unlikely I’d ever
find one.The storm keeps me from getting underway. It’s an easterly squall, and it catches my
rain jacket, throwing me off balance. The rain blinds me and stings my face. I arch my back to
keep from being blown over by the gusts. The downpour heckles me, it jostles me, nastily
knocking me about. To be safe, I decide to do like the young shepherds. Since there’s nowhere
to go for shelter on this godforsaken steppe, I crouch down a fair distance from the road, far from
the trucks driving blindly along and protected somewhat by my rain jacket, which I hold up
against the wind and rain. My hand is soon numb from the cold. The bus driver, safe from the
elements as he speeds toward the city, must be gloating: Serves you right, you stubborn old
mule. Nice going!That’s when I suddenly decide to revisit all the rather dark thoughts that had
started to hound me on the plane from Paris. It’s the same old unanswerable question back to
badger me: just where do I think I’m going and why? And above all, why am I doing this to myself
again—tearing myself away from the ones I love and who love me, too, as they’ve proven time
and time again—after the agony I went through last year?When, in April 1999, I set out from



Istanbul on the first leg of this long journey, these were easy questions to answer: I wanted to
walk, to see the world and meet new people, and to learn about the legendary Silk Road, step by
step. My enthusiasm kept me going. The sheer joy of heading out on this solitary ramble—one
that I believed would turn out very worthwhile—put wind in my sails, lightened my load, and
made it easy to take minor annoyances in stride: I had wings. But though I’m inherently a good-
natured person, my trek across Anatolia got the best of my joyful mood and put a damper on my
resolve: injuries; being attacked by Kangals and—far worse—by people; civil war between the
Kurds and the Turks who did their damnedest on both sides to see in me a traitor to their cause;
and finally, sickness and medical evacuation. I paid dearly in terms of fear and suffering on what
was only the first of four planned stages.If I attempt to size up this year’s itinerary, not only does
it not look any better, but it almost certainly promises to be worse. Crouched beneath my flimsy
poncho that lets in most of the rain, chilled to the bone in this icy deluge, I find it hard to be
optimistic about my immediate future on a road that has all but disappeared in the squall. I have
to admit to myself that I’m more than a bit apprehensive: quite frankly, I’m terrified. And if my
stomach is in knots, the storm is by no means the only reason.The journey ahead of me this year
is particularly long since, in addition to the original 1,300 miles between Tehran and Samarkand,
I first have to complete the stage I was unable to finish last year, which amounts to an additional
560 miles. As if that weren’t enough, the three countries I have to cross have an abysmal
reputation. Iran, throughout twenty years of Islamic revolution, has projected images of
frightening violence and punctilious, brutal fundamentalism to all the world; the country is only
now beginning to crack open the door after long years of isolation and a merciless war with Iraq.
Turkmenistan—the ex-Soviet republic I’ll set foot in after Iran—is led by former communist
bureaucrats, although it’s now a recent convert to the starkest form of economic liberalism. The
same goes for Uzbekistan, which is also governed with an iron fist by former “party”
apparatchiks. These two countries, from what I’ve heard and read, have succeeded in
incorporating the worst elements of mafia-style capitalism into the system already in place, one
that theoretically collapsed along with the Berlin Wall. All three countries have huge numbers of
underpaid police officers with a reputation for stealing from tourists traveling alone. I have all of
that to set me at ease. But political dangers aren’t the only ones I’ll be facing. I’m setting out in
May, so most of my journey will take place during the summer, which means that I’ll have to cross
—or skirt along the edge of—three of Central Asia’s hottest deserts, each one inhabited by
friendly little critters like cobras, scorpions, and tarantulas. While human dangers don’t frighten
me all that much, I’m absolutely terrified by anything that crawls or stings, and I can’t stand
mosquitoes. Let me add that, although I’ve decided to get back underway, I still haven’t entirely
recovered from the health problems brought on by my first journey—doctors can only do so
much—and so my first aid kit is now four times as big as last year’s, but there’s nothing very
reassuring about that.My head hung low beneath the heavy rain, counting the drops of water as
they drip, drip, drip between my knees from my downspout of a nose, I try—against my better
judgment—to come up with a few good reasons why I should push on with my adventure. They



were obvious to me only a week ago in Paris. But there’s no denying that the closer my date of
departure, the more questionable they seemed. Come on, Bernard! I’ve got to shake myself out
of this funk and start feeling once again the joy of casting aside all of life’s little problems, like
those that today seem overwhelming. I need to keep focused on all the joyful moments that this
insane walk is sure to bring. I experienced many magical moments last year in Turkey, fragile
instants of such harmony between the Self and the World that make you want to stop time dead
in its tracks. Fleeting, vivid moments, like flocks of starlings, snatched from the absurdity of our
day-to-day lives, and which we can happily think back upon whenever sadness returns. It’s in
search of those kinds of joyful moments that I’m heading out, and the Silk Road—which has
been leading us to a new world for twenty centuries now—seems to me like as good a place as
any to bring about such delights. Whatever happens, I want to make it to the end, or at least as
far as my strength will carry me. For I’m getting on in years and, at sixty-two now, I have no idea
whether my health will hold up as it has in the past.But I brim with that kind of reckless optimism
that compels people to verify information for themselves, whatever the cost, just as I tried to do
throughout my professional life as a journalist. These three countries, which are only beginning
to open up to the world after a long period of isolation, both captivate and terrify me. I want to
know. And along with all that are mixed feelings, both a desire for solitude and a fear of it, which
might—or rather should—lead me to push myself to my limits by the time I arrive at the end of
this long and overdue voyage of self-discovery.When the rain finally lets up, my shoes full of
water, I head back out onto the flat, linear road, and walk at a rapid pace so as to generate some
heat and get to town as quickly as possible. There, my bus driver has probably already
trumpeted the news: he ran into a madcap foreigner who’d rather follow buses on foot than ride
in them!Three hours and eleven miles later, I enter Doğubeyazıt, where ten months ago, I spent
countless hours in agony. The hotel where I stayed has changed owners, and I don’t see anyone
I know. The sky is gray, it’s even a little chilly out, and the marvelous icy-white cone of Mount
Ararat—on which, I’m told, a mountain climber died just last week—is hidden beneath a thick
layer of clouds. For dinner, I head to a small restaurant for lamb shish kebab and rice. Chewing
away, though not very hungry, my mind wandering, I try to shake off the dark thoughts that
haven’t let go from the moment I left Paris. Back at the hotel, I give myself less than one chance
in ten of making it to my destination. So I try to buoy my spirits yet again, setting my mind at ease
before drifting off to sleep by telling myself that, well, if I don’t reach the end of the Silk Road in
four years, then I’ll do it in five! And quite frankly: is the world I’m out to discover really any worse
than the one that I’m leaving? The troubling chaos of our cities, the day-to-day stresses we face,
how our lives are driven by desire and the pursuit of power, aggressiveness raised to the rank of
virtue: is all that any more reassuring than the distant lands where I’m headed? I’ll find myself in
worlds built on a human scale, for walking allows us to see things in their proper perspective; it
teaches us to carefully manage time. Those who walk are kings. Kings who suffer because
they’re out of step with the rest of the world, but who have chosen wide-open spaces instead of
some faith healer’s couch to help them get better. I want to free my body and mind from the



constraints they’ve surrendered to. I want to free them from fear!I can’t sleep. My muscles ache a
little, for I never found time to work them back into shape, and time and time again, just like last
year, I’m awakened by packs of wild dogs in the streets, each one trying to howl louder than the
others. The next morning, the sky is still just as gray. Doğubeyazıt definitely doesn’t do much for
me. I’m eager to get moving. In front of a shop, an elderly beanpole of a man is selling walking
sticks by the bundle. How much for one? Two hundred fifty thousand liras, the rascal replies. I
carefully choose just one stick and hand him 100,000. Thinking he stands a chance of making a
killing, he stalls, then tries to snatch a large banknote out of my hand. Suddenly, a policeman
arrives on the scene, eager to practice the handful of English words he knows. “What’s going
on?” he asks. The other fellow, two-faced, launches into a long spiel. The friendly cop translates
for me:“He’s offering you the walking stick as a gift. There’s no point in making you pay for so
little.”And the scoundrel, who only a minute ago was hoping to hoodwink me, now
ceremoniously hands back the banknote that I had so generously given him. I burst out laughing
and thank him, dramatically playing it up. A little game only the two of us are in on.Out on the
road, my good mood is short-lived. In order to help my body ease back into the swing of things, I
had, in my Norman headquarters back in France, planned for my first week four reasonable
stages. The short stretch scheduled for day two is ideal for getting back in shape. But Telçeker,
the village where I planned to stop after thirteen miles, is barely more than a few hovels. There’s
no chance of finding a restaurant here. The only Kurds who show any interest in me offer to take
me on a visit of Mount Ararat for a small fortune in dollars, despite the fact that the summit is
completely shrouded in clouds. As they see it, can a carless roumi be anything but a dolt?
Seeing that I hold my own, they rethink their tactics then cry out in unison: baksheesh,
baksheesh, baksheesh!To heck with good intentions, I’m going to push on all the way to
Gürbulak, the last village before the border. There, I’ll find a room, and tomorrow I’ll take a day off
to visit a local attraction: a hole in the ground left in the early twentieth century by a large
meteorite that landed only a few miles from town. Then I’ll head into Iran.In front of an army post,
two mutts attack me, leaving me with no way to escape, and of course, no soldier steps out to
lend a hand. I use my stick, first against the one and then against the other, back and forth, but
each time I turn my back to one so as to defend myself against the other, they move in a little
closer. I soon find myself cornered; only then, finally, a sympathetic soldier on sentry duty comes
over to help. He stoops down, picks up a stone, and the dogs, which instantly stop barking and
take fright, run away. It’s a lesson I’ll not soon forget.At noon, I sit down by the roadside and eat
some bread and dried figs. Try as I might, my mind keeps wandering; I can’t seem to remain in
the present. Truth is, I’m not in the greatest of shape. A fine, cold mist starts to descend over the
steppe. A man about thirty years old returning from the fields on horseback, a long spade over
his shoulder, smiles at me with a toothless mouth and says something that I take to be a few kind
words. But it isn’t long before two other hooligans stop by in their truck and unceremoniously ask
for money. Finally, after an exhausting twenty-two miles, I reach Gürbulak. But I’m greeted by
another disappointment: there’s not a single hotel. A few sad-faced earthen dwellings and what



look like bleak tenement buildings for customs officials stand scattered over the steppe. Legions
of trucks are parked in complete disarray on the vast prairie, which the rain, mixed with leaking
oil and diesel fuel, has transformed into a mudhole. A scene of desolation, of ruin. But, unfazed,
a group of money changers rushes up to greet me, waving wads of banknotes. They must keep
what dollars they have hidden deep in their pockets.“Do you have dollars, Deutschmarks?” the
fastest runner asks.I’m hardly about to trust this place. But the fellow won’t let me go.“Seven
thousand rials for one dollar!” he insists.In Doğubeyazıt, the best offer was five thousand. But, as
I already indicated, I have no intention of doing business in this depressing place. The man
chases me down.“Seven thousand two hundred, seven thousand five hundred, seven thousand
eight hundred, eight thousand!”I hold firm and try to break free from these busybodies.“Eight
thousand two hundred!”I finally realize that I’ll never get rid of them until I give in. So I change a
few dollars as well as my remaining Turkish liras. On the other side of the border in Iran, as I’ll
soon find out, a dollar buys nine thousand five hundred rials.The man assures me that in
Bazargan, just over the border, there are indeed several hotels. In spite of legs of lead and a
pack that’s digging into my shoulders, I decide to try my luck and see if I can make it across the
border by the end of the day. So much for the meteorite crater.After weaving my way through the
jungle of trucks, I step into a large room: Turkish customs and immigration. A hundred men or
more are crammed inside, most of them waiting behind a railing. On the other side of the room,
people are clustered around a small office window. There are no signs in any language to tell
visitors how to proceed. The place reeks of tobacco and the floor is thick with mud. A friendly
young man comes over and, in poor English, rescues me from restlessly wandering about, as it
seems I’ve been doing for ages already.“You have to line up behind the railing. Be patient. My
friend and I have been waiting for four hours, and we’ve got at least four more to go. We take
turns waiting in line, so as not to lose our place.”I’m suddenly overwhelmed with exhaustion. The
thought of standing around for hours in this surreal setting amid a cackling melee is too much to
bear. I couldn’t sit down if I wanted to, first of all because there’s no bench that isn’t already
taken, and second because I have no buddy to hold my place in line for me. I try squatting down
on my pack, but there’s so much pressure, so many people crowded around me that I feel like
I’m about to suffocate.The wait is endless. In one corner, near the window, incensed by their
fatigue and the place’s inhospitality—the word is too weak—three titans start yelling at one
another and a scuffle breaks out. While channeled by the railing, there’s no dispute as to who’s
next, but near the window where there’s no guardrail, wise guys attempt to sneak to the front.
Most of those here are either Iranian or Turkish truck drivers. The man next to me tells me that
his situation is unusual. His papers and money were stolen in Istanbul. The Turkish police gave
him a letter guaranteeing him safe passage to the border, but he has no idea whether that will
suffice for him to get all the way home. Another fellow, a businessman—judging by the suit he
has on, which is impeccably clean—and who came in when I did, headed straight for a glass
door, behind which I can see a customs officer drinking tea at a desk buried beneath a mountain
of papers. A short while later, the privileged gentleman steps back out. Is he a regular or did he



pay baksheesh? I’m not sure, but it works. He heads through the magic door, guarded by a
short, big-bellied man who doesn’t skimp on perfunctory bows, and whom, when I first arrived, I
had taken for the office gopher. The large door is secured by an enormous copper padlock that
the guard carefully reattaches after someone goes through. But first you have to prove yourself
worthy.Turkish immigration officers display a sense of disdainful arrogance. Take this one, for
example: he wants to get to an office and needs to make his way through the crowd, so he
suddenly starts yelling. He grabs people with unchecked brute force and forces them to line up
as though they were soldiers. One of them who doesn’t react quickly enough gets a sharp poke
and it sends him up against the wall. No one says anything about this appalling abuse of power.
All those eager to get to the other side know perfectly well that doing so would make it incredibly
difficult to ever get through.I’m lucky: it only takes me three hours to reach the coveted window.
The fact that I’m a Westerner protects me: no one tries to cut in front of me. The immigration
officer who stamps my passport figures he ought to apologize.“Sorry for the wait,” he says, “but
I’m at my wits’ end. I just checked six hundred passports, and in this place, six hundred
passports means six hundred problems.”Duly stamped, I’m allowed to head through the magic
door. The copper padlock falls open. And I step out into . . . yet another room, hardly any more
welcoming than the first. Above the “in” door is a portrait of Atatürk; above the “out” door leading
to Iran are the portraits of Khomeini and Khamenei. There’s nothing else to embellish the walls.
But the atmosphere in this no man’s land is rather different than that of Turkish customs. There
are cement benches all around a windowless, high-ceilinged room. The men are chatting; it’s no
longer the free-for-all I just left. The drivers have given all their passports to one member of their
group. I walk over, and they make room for me to sit. A little later, the door opens, and an Iranian
immigration officer picks up the pile of passports. He’s an old hand at this and wears a warm
smile. He takes mine and sets it on top. An English-speaking Iranian strikes up a conversation.
They want to know my nationality and ask me to tell them all about my journey. A circle suddenly
forms around me and there’s someone to translate into Turkish and Farsi.The next time the door
opens, the immigration officer tells me to go through. I object, explaining that the others were
here before me, there’s no reason for . . . But the smiling drivers gesture me forward and wish me
bon voyage.On the other side, although I’m expecting an ordeal, two affable faces beam at me
from behind their counter windows. One of them hands me my passport, nods his head, and in
the next room, a customs official lets me know that there’s no need for me to open my bag, that I
can be on my way. Up till now, I haven’t met any of the loathsome fanatics I had been warned
time and time again about back in Paris. One more exit. An open door gives out onto a courtyard
bathed in sunshine. I head through and I’m in Iran.I’m surprised by how different things look. The
city of Bazargan lies sprawled at the base of the hill atop which the customs buildings sit. On the
ridge, there are concrete watchtowers and barbed wire. A long, paved road heads down the
slope and parked all along it is an endless, perfectly aligned column of trucks. At the very bottom
are two parking lots full of heavy haulers. Nothing at all like the anarchy and squalor on the other
side of the border.I’ve barely gone a thousand feet when a young soldier comes up to me.“I’m a



customs agent, but my shift is over now. Can I lend a hand?”As we head down toward the
village, the man tells me that he’s completing his military service working for customs, but that
his degree is in accounting. Do I need to exchange money? No. He kindly tells the money
changers rushing toward us to stand back. Do I need a hotel? He accompanies me to one of
several establishments along the street and negotiates with the manager before heading off. The
first Iranian hotel I stay in isn’t much of a change from the ones I grew accustomed to in Turkey.
But upon second thought, there is indeed one difference: here, the inevitable water leak in the
bathroom isn’t quite as bad.The next morning, I find it hard to get going. My muscles are in knots
and I’ve picked up a case of the runs. The first Iranian leg of my journey, fourteen miles between
Bazargan and Maku, feels like it will never end. Completely spent, as soon as I find a hotel, I
collapse onto the bed and sleep like a log for two hours.Life is good here for a walker. I was
expecting to find people with rigid views on religion who don’t like foreigners. Everywhere I go,
I’m amazed by the kindness and warmth of those I meet. Since we don’t speak the same
language, villagers greet me as I go by with a little bow or by offering a smile while placing their
hand on their heart. Those who come over to shake my hand warmly grasp it between the palms
of both hands. Children swarm around me, but never beg for money or gifts. Mahmad, a
strapping ten-year-old, walks with me for a stretch. It’s not long before he’s joined by his little
brother. I manage to tell him that I’m French and that my name is Bernard. Before long, other kids
surround me, all a-chatter. Keven, a talkative boy with black locks and bright eyes, babbles on
and on, not the least bit worried whether I understand. Word of mouth obviously works like a
charm here, for more and more kids come swarming out of the side streets. By the time I’m ready
to leave the village, I’m surrounded by an entourage of at least thirty youngsters.When I once
again find myself alone, I walk at my own pace, fascinated by the new scenery. The lowlands are
tilled, the lines of birch trees are light green. It’s May and the heat of summer has yet to arrive. I
suddenly come to a halt and just stand there, speechless. Out ahead, above the plateau, Mount
Ararat lets me have a glimpse of her pristine white peak, a stunning sight in the sunlight. But it’s
a short-lived treat—ten minutes later, she has successfully rearranged her woolly-white chador.I
try to be as observant as I can, for I want to get to know the customs and taboos of this land. So
that I don’t offend anyone, my attire is rather unlike that of most seasoned walkers: pants with
multiple pockets and a generous, long-sleeved white shirt. My body isn’t used to clothes that
leave so little skin exposed, so I’m sweating buckets; but again, I know full well that after a few
days’ discomfort, I’ll adjust to the heat.The clothes men and women wear here are intended to
conceal the body. But men, if they want, can wear whatever they please, unlike their spouses
and daughters. For women, there are three styles of dress. The most unfamiliar and shocking to
my Western eyes is the chador, a black cloth that covers women from head to toe. To hold it in
place, they grip the fabric with one hand under the chin so as to only allow the face and part of
the forehead to show, while the other holds the robe at chest- or stomach-height. When a mother
reaches her hand out to her child, only her forearm—covered of course—emerges from beneath
her chador. To make sure her face remains hidden, she clenches the fabric between her teeth.A



woman can also wear a jacket, typically black, equipped with a hood—the maghnaeh. All
women working in Iran’s civil service must wear one of these two outfits.The third, less restrictive
style of dress is, for all intents and purposes, an outward sign of one’s belonging to the middle or
upper class. The coat, which is typically light in color, isn’t always kept closed at the bottom, and
in the opening, a pair of blue jeans can sometimes be glimpsed. The scarf is always a dark
shade and is kept tied so as to completely hide the hair. A few bold women wear light-colored
scarves. It goes without saying that, regardless of the shoes a woman has on, she always keeps
her feet hidden inside a pair of socks.Most men show little interest in short-sleeved shirts, but
they’re not allowed to wear neckties. A few nonconformists sport T-shirts. Pious men cover their
heads with small wool caps.The State, by way of its fearsome Komitehs, makes sure that people
abide by these dress codes.* But the enforcers focus exclusively on women. I’m given to
understand that if older Azerbaijani men openly wear neckties, they will indeed draw reproachful
glances but are never penalized. If a woman, on the other hand, allows a single strand of hair to
fall out of place, the Komiteh officers roving the streets and parks in civilian dress immediately
swoop into action.My backpack and large shoes, of course, attract a lot of attention. A soldier,
and then a mechanic, stop to offer me some tea . . . as well as to satisfy their curiosity. Outside
the garage, they invite me to sit in the only chair, while they set the teapot and mustard jar
glasses on a stool. Five or six business owners from the neighborhood squat down in a circle
around me and bombard me with questions. Poring over the little laminated papers I prepared
with the help of Sofy, one of my travel agents back in Paris, I attempt to pronounce the
phonetically written Farsi words. My hosts have a wild time with my mistakes. And when I tell
them that I’m a widow—no doubt because confusing one’s gender is unthinkable here—they
roar with laughter. I learn how to place a sugar cube in my mouth and let it slowly melt with each
sip of piping hot tea. But the appeal I have for them wears off when a caravan of two dozen
German campers sweeps into town. The local mechanic, with plenty of gesturing, suggests that I
come along with them. I answer him, speaking in the same sign language: Would he rather meet
a tourist that he can actually touch or one that he can only watch from a distance? My question
seals our friendship and his thick, oil-stained hand meets mine with a clap.During this brief
pause, I keep glancing over at a nearby roundabout to admire the motions of a police officer in
green uniform. He’s directing traffic, but you’d swear that he was conducting an orchestra! The
gestures of traffic cops, like those of a superbly choreographed ballet, have always fascinated
me and I’ve noticed that they tend to be similar in every country, irrespective of borders. When a
colleague walks over to relieve him, the man removes his sunglasses with a military gesture and
hands them over ceremoniously. Perhaps they’re considered part of the uniform? In any case,
they appear to confer authority on whoever is wearing them.In Maku, I allow myself a day off. I’m
not especially tired, despite still feeling the effects of the long stage between Doğubeyazıt and
Bazargan. I do so after having I found out the hard way last year that I have to be on guard
against myself. The emotional high one gets from walking is a little like what deep-sea divers
experience—the so-called “raptures of the deep.” The joy of moving forward becomes so great



that you fail to heed your body’s warning signs. Excessive fatigue would do my system in,
making it more susceptible to germs, especially since the conditions I’m living in are hygienically
somewhat questionable. So I pamper myself with a first day off, despite the ridiculous reading on
my odometer of just fifty-seven miles.I make the most of my free time by visiting Qara Kelisa (the
Black Church), located some twelve miles from Maku. Each year on June 19, Armenian
Christians assemble in the Church of Saint Thaddeus (which some translate as Saint Barnabas)
to attend mass. Since the village is unequipped to accommodate all the faithful, they camp out in
the area surrounding the church. It’s said to be a fabulous, stunning spectacle. Although it would
be a delight to get to know some Armenian Christians, I have no intention of camping out here
for two weeks.I’ve hired a taxi and its driver, Ali, and also a guide, Mehdi, who proves in no time
at all that he’s perfectly incapable of guiding anything. He knows about as many words of
English as I know of Farsi, and so the slogans painted on the stone blocks along the road that
heads up the rocky terrain on the way to the upper valley where the Qara Kelisa sanctuary is
located shall, for me, remain forever a mystery. But then I think to myself that maybe he doesn’t
want to translate them. Then, even before we arrive, I catch him in a flat-out lie. The structure
going up is clearly a prison, given its high, windowless walls, flanked at the corners by
watchtowers. But when I ask Mehdi about it—“A new prison?”—he mutters, after taking a
moment first to think: “No, a stadium.”I feel like adding: “designed by Pinochet?” but I hold my
tongue. That said, I won’t let him get away with spouting off nonsense about Qara Kelisa.The
church is located in a valley that one might easily mistake for the moon. There’s not a single tree
and the low grasses have already been scorched by sunny spring days. From a distance, I first
notice a cone of white stones against a backdrop of gray mountains. Then, slowly, a beautiful
church emerges from the ridges in the terrain. To the left, the view plunges into a valley over
which drift heavy clouds. The “black” church is, in fact, the color of sand. Its name comes from
the basalt that was used for the original tenth-century structure. In the thirteenth and
seventeenth centuries, earthquakes shook it to the ground. The basalt stones were partially
reused for the exterior wall and for a tower, whose alternating light and dark rings are clearly
visible. The small structure is endowed with perfect proportions. My guide—just as I feared—is
incapable of uttering even three words about the church and begins gleefully joking around with
Ali. The two raise their voices in complete lack of respect for this shrine whose religion they
despise.In the small Armenian village not far from Qara Kelisa, several men are hard at work
repairing an irrigation system ahead of the coming summer, while women in boldly colored
dresses watch on. A little girl, wearing a long skirt that was once dark blue, plops herself down in
front of me and tells me to take her picture. Her bright purple vest and dazzling smile win me
over . . . but as soon as I aim the camera, she puts on a serious, somewhat sad face. Hoping to
get her to smile, I offer her a few pieces of candy, but the gesture does no good; nor does the
little pin that I place in her hand after demonstrating on my own shirt how to fasten it. Children
love these little trinkets. They’re lightweight and don’t take much room up in my bag. Friends and
readers of the first volume of my travelogue sent me hundreds before my departure, some



having emptied out their entire collection. They needn’t worry: I’ll hand out every last one, for Iran
has rocketed from a population of nineteen million individuals in 1956 to over seventy today,
despite how many young people were killed in the war with Iraq.Evidence of that war, moreover,
is all around me. In every city and village, huge portraits have been painted of the “martyrs” who
lost their lives during the conflict. And cemeteries are full of graves marked with the Iranian flag.
I’m reminded of the monuments erected in the French countryside to the glory of World War I.On
my way back to the village, when I ask a man where the post office is, he answers by
questioning me as to why I’m here, and a crowd forms, intrigued by the presence of a foreigner.
A freshly shaved Iranian—rare here—and whose dress is rather more sophisticated than that of
most people, offers to translate their questions. His English is quite good. I congratulate him on
it.“I learned English with members of the Red Cross. I was a prisoner in Iraq for five years.”“Five
years! That’s awful.”Glancing to the left and then to the right, making certain that no one around
can understand, he squeezes my arm, so as to ensure that his words will have the greatest
impact possible on me.“Things have been awful here for twenty years now, my friend.”And, as if
he’d already said too much, he scurries off without ever looking back.I stand there, lost in
thought. I was expecting to find hostile people, unified in their respect for Islamic law. I’ve just
met one of the earliest opponents to the mullahs’ regime, for twenty years takes us straight back
to the beginnings of the “Revolution,” which brought Imam Khomeini to power in the name of
Allah.Seated on the hotel steps, I make the most of the warm evening air and do some people-
watching. A young woman with alabaster skin and intensely black, arched eyebrows has allowed
her chador to slip down onto her shoulders, revealing thick, ebony hair. She’s holding her robe
with only one hand over her stomach, and the black fabric outlines her breasts, then, further
down, opens to reveal long legs in blue denim jeans. There’s a sense of silent protest and a
palpable erotic charge emanating from this woman, in spite of—or rather because of!—her
chador and the way she’s wearing it. I follow her with my eyes as she strides quickly away, her
tall body swaying like that of a top model in a fashion show.The day off in Maku has put the wind
back in my sails and I set out with fresh calves. After a little more than an hour’s walk, I make my
way out of the steep, narrow valley in which, behind me, the city lies nestled. Birds dart from
cave dwellings built in sheer rock walls. The valley then opens out onto a fertile plain where
walnut trees grow and green wheat fields ripple in the breeze.At noon, in a little restaurant
serving those inescapable döner kebabs, a boy comes over to my table, sits down, and picks up
my travel guide. He names each figure of the Islamic Republic that he recognizes: Khomeini the
country’s guru, Khamenei his successor, and president Khatami, who just won the election.
Suddenly, at the sight of a certain face, he’s at a loss.“Who is it?” he asks.“The Shah,
Mohammad Reza.”The boy’s captivated. Never before has he seen the deposed sovereign’s
picture. The book quickly makes its way around the restaurant. As I get back underway, a man
valiantly trying to wash the windshield of his truck out in front of the inn stops what he’s doing
and makes his way over to me, a complicit look on his face.“I was born forty years ago. My
parents named me Mohammad Reza, like the Shah. It has caused me nothing but trouble. After



the Revolution, I had to drop out of college. So I started driving a truck.”In France, in 1940, those
named “Philippe” didn’t suffer as much.* Of course in Iran, the ayatollahs have been doing their
absolute best for twenty years now to make sure that no one ever comes to terms with
History.Out on the plain, I notice men wielding spades and hoes, something quite different from
Turkey, where only women work in the fields. The sun is still high overhead. A car speeds past
me, then brakes. It makes a U-turn and pulls up alongside me. The driver proclaims: “I go
Tabriz.”Yes, yes, me too, but I want to go there on foot. When I tell him as much, he’s really vexed
and proves it by spinning around as if I weren’t there, almost running me over. When I tell them I
want to walk, Iranians display the same incomprehension I encountered in Turkey. Is it so
ludicrous, so outrageous and unthinkable today that a man should simply want to travel through
the world on foot? I have the sense that what I’m doing is, at the end of the day, rather
unremarkable, but I so regularly hear just how harebrained my undertaking is that I fear I might
start having doubts myself!After Maku, I make a right turn onto a small road heading due south.
The traffic’s light, the road is at times deserted, and I savor the solitude. I slowly pick up the pace
as my muscles adjust to the effort I’m putting them through. But I still lack endurance. After
fifteen miles, I’m starting to feel shot. Three miles more and I’ll in fact be in Shot, says my map,
which is Shut according to the bilingual road sign, and which the town’s inhabitants pronounce
Shoot. When I arrive, I’m pummeled by a hailstorm before finally locating a room in a bistro run
by a man named Mahmad. Six of his mustached friends are seated inside and they assault me
with questions.* When I tell the anecdote regarding the Shah that took place in the restaurant
this noon, one of the men says, “He was a good man,” while another adds: “All Iranians are
admirable . . . except for religious men.”Are the mullahs’ heydays over? Do harder times now lie
ahead? Whatever happens, almost immediately, I have pretty clear evidence that the uprising
won’t take place in the light of day. Despite what I just heard, two police officers come in for tea
and are greeted with the utmost respect.Later on, a smug-looking character drops in,
whereupon the room is filled with a sense of reverential fear. He wants to know everything about
me. When I ask whether there’s a hotel in the next town over, he hands me a calling card written
in Farsi.“Show them this and tell them I sent you.”His tone of voice dissuades me from replying,
contesting, or even thanking him. It’s the standalone gesture of a prince. In any case, having
spoken those words, the man heads off. He’s very, very rich, or so the mustached men tell me as
soon as he leaves. Which goes to show that here, too, wealth and power rule the roost.The
mediocre map I’m carry indicates a road heading south. Those I ask tell me no such road exists.
Screw it: I’ll simply head through the fields. I refuse to take a six-mile detour just to get to another
road. They tell me not to. I’ll get lost and I might very well run into the wrong people. Mahmad
offers to give me a ride in his car tomorrow morning and take me to the road to Tabriz. Faced
with the crowd’s insistent pleas, I finally give in.The room they give me is downright filthy. One of
the two beds has sheets that probably haven’t been changed since the Revolution, but out of
consideration for the foreigner, they’ve fitted the other one with slightly less grimy linens. I disturb
a family of cockroaches in the bathroom, each one as big as my thumb. The window has no



curtains and I have to turn off the light so as not to shock the neighbors. Two soldiers on patrol in
the middle of the night stop directly beneath my tiny room and light a fire. Four other grunts join
them. They’re simply warming up some tea. Needless to say, it’s a short night. And since no car
appears to pick me up in the morning as I’d been told, I elect to head over the fields. Given the
welcome I’ve received up to this point, I’m pretty certain I have nothing to fear. As for the risk of
getting lost, I plan to avoid that by using the GPS unit I purchased in Paris before leaving.
Programmed correctly, it tells you how to get where you want to go, how far away it is, and how
fast you’re traveling. Perhaps it could even tell you what you’re looking for, if you’re not quite sure!
What more could a traveler possibly want in order to wander through the world almost
effortlessly? Aside from that indispensable little Swiss knife, of course, whose usefulness knows
no bounds. I’m like a little kid, eager to see if this little marvel can live up to its promises. And to
prove to myself as well that I’m able to figure out how to use it, since, as a rule, I have a rather
troubled relationship with technology—it’s all too sophisticated for me.And so I get underway,
convinced that the whole world is mine, although the statue I pass in front of seems to think
otherwise. Erected in the very heart of the village, it depicts a soldier in camouflage fatigues
brandishing a Kalashnikov in one hand and an Iranian flag in the other, a testament to a time
when the Islamic Revolution sought to conquer the world. But right now, conquering the world
seems more like my mission.A few miles along, I’m taunted by the ruins of a caravansary
constructed of mud bricks: only remnants of its foundations remain. It’s the first “tangible” sign—
as it were—that I really am on the Silk Road. Behind me, the jagged line of a forest is visible on
the horizon, and above it soar Little Ararat and Greater Ararat as though set there on purpose,
their white peaks stabbing into a turquoise sky. I put down my pack to take in the view and the
mind-blowing silence . . . which is abruptly broken by a sputtering motorcycle just as I was
getting back underway. The young motorcyclist, as if it weren’t enough to simply deafen me,
bombards me with the perennial questions (nationality, where I come from, where I’m going, how
old I am, and so on) then removes a ballpoint pen from his pocket. Caught off guard, I offer him
mine in exchange, for he’s too old for a souvenir pin. Seemingly satisfied, he heads off again.
The following day, I’ll find out that his pen is, of course, out of commission. Little encounters, little
scams. I’ll certainly have had my share of unsavory and petty encounters this side of the border.
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Sari Gilbert, “Better and better.. This is the second book in the four Ollivier did 20 years ago to
document his mammoth walking tour along the Silk Road. I was entranced by the first one - Out
of Istanbul: A Journey of Discovery along the Silk Road -and went on to this one. I am not a
walker, and I do feel he was a bit of a glutton for punishment - but Turkey and Uzbekistan are
places I have been to, and I dream of going to Iran as well should that become possible. (A
couple of years ago I was booked to go but they wanted me to get a journalist's visa even though
I had been retired for years and have never written about the Middle East so I did not go. It didn't
seem to be a good idea). Anyway the descriptions of the terrain and the food and the people are
hypnotizing. Also kudos for the translater, Dan Golembeski , who turns Ollivier's French into
totally seamless English.”

Laura Read, “The Wonders of Centuries of Traveling the Middle East. This book invites you into
another time when tribal cultures ravaged lands and beheaded huge populations. Yet, the
stories of the people themselves reflect the same living, dying and surviving that we all
experience. The images are reflected in reality today as we sit in a distant universe and play with
their current survival.”

Chooey, “A walk to remember. Loved this poignant tale of what it was like to walk the Silk Road,
an adventure I could not even imagine. Like all personal struggles, this author discovers another
world, and is delighted in what he has discovered about his own bravery and strength in the
process.”

christine year, “Awesome !. Love his books, I'm right on the journey with him. I love his accounts
of getting to know people. We aren't walkers but we love to tent camp and meet people along the
way.”

gls, “A thrilling wondrous walk.. As one reads the journal of his walk one feels as if one is walking
with him. Taking in the sights, meeting the many different people and experiencing the trials and
joy of his journey.”

CindyC, “A wonderful travel book, highly recommended. An excellent travel book. A Frenchman
pursues his quest to walk the Silk Road. This section of his journey takes place mostly in Iran,
with the latter part of his walk taking him through Turkmenistan. This book reminded me of
Patrick Leigh Fermor's travel books, chronicling his walking journeys through Europe in the years
before WWII. Ollivier is much older than the young Fermor, and he is undaunted by Iranian
mullahs, policemen, and border guards. In fact, if you have any desire to travel to these
countries, you will want to read this book to find out how to deal with such authority figures!
Ollivier deftly maneuvers around any police or border guard in his path by force of will



alone.Before reading this book, I knew very little about Central Asia. Most of my impressions of
Iran were based on TV news reports. Ollivier shows the Iranian people, and most of them are
gracious, kind people who show immense and immediate hospitality to a foreigner walking
through their towns and villages. Most of them immediately offer tea and curiosity to any stranger
passing through, along with a bed for the night. Yes, there are a handful of thieves and corrupt
officials along the way, but most of the people the author meets show nothing but kindness and
interest in his journey. Ollivier sleeps on a lot of floors, camps in the desert with snakes, and
swims in canals, dragging his cart of gear behind him - and at age sixty. He is truly
inspirational.If you have any interest in other cultures or travel to far-flung places, this book is
highly recommended.”

Shoo, “What an amazing journey. I really enjoyed this narrative. It was well written, well
translated and beautifully descriptive. The author takes us along on both his physical and
emotional journey, blending the romance of the ancient Silk Road with the harsh reality of the
modern day countries it traverses. At times it can make your heart break at how austere and
difficult the land, economies and politics are, and yet the people are so open, hospitable and
generous. Bernard Ollivier has made this journey, which I never could have myself, but he has
taken me with him. Thank you!”

Peter Munn, “Enriching. One is so happy to journey on this tremedous treck! And to learn from
the wisdom and experiences of Mr. Ollivier.I thoroughly enjoyed it and look foward to the next
one.”

Judith Parkes, “Good read. I thoroughly enjoyed Bernard Ollivier’s second book in this trilogy.
Having travelled in Iran I found his experience fascinating. It’s a much maligned country. His
experience shows the kindness and generosity of its people. My only regret is that I had to read
it on Kindle I would much have preferred a printed copy. This is available in French. I look forward
to the third book in the trilogy which I have as a printed copy.”

William Good, “A fascinating insight into travel. I thoroughly enjoyed the first book so had to
continue the journey. As a long term traveller and part time resident of Turkey, this all seemed
very familiar and was a fascinating read”

Gee4p, “Enjoyable Good read. Read the whole book over 4 days on holidayEnjoyable and
informative as to that part of the ( to me) unknown part of the world”

The book by Bernard Ollivier has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 391 people have provided feedback.
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